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A note on evaluating VAN earthquake predictions

G-Akis Tselentis and Nicos S. Melis
Seismological l,aboratory, Department of Geology, University of Patras, Greece

Abstract. The evaluation of the success level of an
earthquake prediction method should not be based on
approaches that apply generalized strict statistical laws and
avoid the specific nature of the earthquake phenomenon.
Fault rupture processes cannot be compared to gambling
processes. The outcome ofthe present note is that gven an
ideal earthquake prediction method is still shown to be a
matter of a "chancy" association between precursors and
earthquakes if we apply the same procedure proposed by
Mulargia and Gaspeini ll992l in evaluating VAN
earthquake predictions. Each individual VAN prediction has
to be evaluated separately, taking always into account the
specific circumstances and information available. The
success level of epicenter prediction should depend on the
earthquake magnitude, and magnitude and time predictions
may depend on earthquake clustering and the tectonic
regime respectively.

Suggestion

With this short note we would like to add our point of
view towards evaluating VAN's results. We believe that
before attempting to criticize the results of a new theory
which is mainly based on experimental measurements we
should: (a) repeat the experimental procedures
independently, (b) establish a reliable database on which
to base the evaluation ofthe theory, and (c) decide about
the rules of the game upon which the evaluation will be
based.

Unfortunately, during the past few years we have seen
in the literature some papers which attempted to criticize
VAN's theory based either on some simplified
comparison of seismic catalogues with the predicted
events [Drakopoulos et al., 19941 or on the application of
some generalized statistical assumptions (wrong "rules of
the game") avoiding the specific nature of the
seismological dala lMulargia and Gasperini, 19921, cited
hereafter as MG.

We should always remember that predicting an
earthquake is predicting its magnitude, its location and
its time of origin, of course within a tolerance. Any
method which is attempting to evaluate the accuracy of a
prediction based on generalized ("generalized suit fits
nobody") strict statistical rules and also avoiding the
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special character of the earthquake phenomenon is
questionable.

Possible rf rules of the gamefr for evaluating an

earthquake prediction method

In order to evaluate an earthquake prediction
method, the three parameters determining the
earthquake phenomenon (i.e. epicenter, time of
occurence and magnitude) should be all considered with
great care.

As far as the epicenter is concerned, the success level
of each prediction should take into account the
corresponding earthquake magnitude. A tolerance of
50km adopted by Varotsos et al. [19961 is certainly too
large for a 4.0R event and to small for a 6.5R event.
Earthquake point sources exist only in theory and we
should assess the tolerance limit from a formula which
will depend on the magnitude M:

Ar(M)=1114;*tolerance (l)

where L is the rupture length which can be estimated
from an equation of the following form:

logl=a+bM (2)

As far as the magnitude is concerned we should
restrict our evaluation to (considering the background
seismicity) earthquake magnitudes greater than a
threshold magnitude Mn and certainly exclude all
foreshock or aftershock sequences from the dataset
under consideration. Obviously, there is no point in a
seismically active region to deal with the prediction of
low magnitude events (the number of which increases
drastically towards lower magnitudes according to the
Gutenberg - Richter law). We shall mention here that the
earthquake catalogue on which MG based their statistics
contains a significant amount of aftershock data (Fig. l),
something that makes their statistics questionable since
the basic assumption of a Poisson distribution (that of
independent events) is violated.

The third important parameter which should be
incorporated into the evaluation of a prediction is the
time of occurrence of the earthquake. Certainly, we
should not adopt a constant time interval within which
to restrict the successful predictions. Earthquake
processes do not obey time zones. We should not forget
that some large events are preceded by foreshocks and
some do not. The time parameter can be dependent of
the tectonic regime within which the earthquake process
takes place.
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Figure 1. Epicentral distribution of the events analyzed by MG. The arrows indicate the different clusters of events,
which correspond to the same earthquake sequence. M refers to Mo.

Evaluating an ideal earthquake prediction
method (IEPM) by adopting the MG procedure

In the following, we will demonstrate that using a
similar procedure as the one proposed by MG, results in
the conclusion that even an ideal earthquake prediction
method (IEPM) is still a matter of "chancy" association
between precursors and earthquakes.

A three year time window (1983-1985; i.e. Tr
ll0Odays) for the same homogeneous area as the one
taken by MG (36-41"N, l9-25"E) was extracted from the
Makropoulos et al. ll989J catalogue (Fig. 2). For the
selected time window the catalogue is complete for
earthquakes of magnitude Ms>4.0. A total of 330 events
with magnitude Ms>4.0 was extracted from the
catalogue. Table I presents the number of events for the
range of magnitudes which will be used with the MG
statistical procedure.

Thus, following the MG statistical procedure we
considered an IEPM which announces predictions for
events of expected magnitude Mo > 5.0. Following also
their "rules of the game," in space'(because the epicenter
is predicted correctly) we suppose an ideal prediction
with a tolerance of Ar=Okm, in time we adopt the
window of At<22days and we consider as possible to be
accurately predicted all the events with magnitude M">
5.3. Next we calculate the significance level frorn tiie
usual expression Poissonian expression (Eq. A.9 of MG;
see also Varotsos et al. |9961 (Eq. I this issue) and the
obtained results are depicted in Table 2 and Table 3, in
con:espondence with Table I and Table 2 of MG
respectively.

In both Tables 2 and 3, the significance level does not
even near reach down to the value of 0.05, which
according to the statistical decision theory is the upper
bound value for sienificance level of an association (i.e.
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Table 2. Evaluating an IEPM following the MG
procedure rules of the game: Magnitude of Predictions
+0.7, Lt<22days, Arr0km

pr€cursors with earthquakes) which would stand beyond
chance.

Conclusions and recommendations

Evaluating the success level of an earthquake
prediction should not be based on the "generalized suit"

Table 1. Number of events extracted from the
Makropoulos et al. [19891catalogue for the different Mo
magnitude ranges used in the statistical analysis

Masnitude Number Maenitude Number
(Ms) of events 1Ms) ofevents

40 .0

38 .0

36 .0
1

1 9 . 0

9 .0
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Figure 2. Epicentral distribution of events extracted from the Makropoulos et al. ll989l catalogue in order to try the

IEPM according to the MG procedure. Nots that M refers to Mr. As in Fig l, arrows indicate the clusters of

events, which correspond to an earthquake sequence.

Prediction Total Correct Num. of p
range pred. pred. events

Sign.
level

All 38
M > 5.0 38'f *

M > 5.3 23**
M>5 .5  8 ' , f *
M  >  5 .8  5 * *

38 330* 250.80 1.000
38 164*** 124.64 1.000
23 93*** 42.78 1.000
8 56*** 8.96 0.671
5 29*** 2.90 0.168

M > 4 . 3
M > 4 . 6
M > 4 . 8  5 6

t64 M >  5 . 1  2 9
9 3  M > 5 . 3

M > 5 . 5
M > 5 . 8

* The number 330 corresponds to the whole dataset of
events with magnitude M">4.0.
** All predictions with M"tM where M the value of the
lst column. All predictiois are assumed correct in the
3rd column.
*** All earthquakes with magnitude M") M-0.7.
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Table 3. Evaluating an IEPM following the MG
procedure rules of the game: Magnitude of Earthquakes
+0.7, Lt<Z2days, Arr0km

Magritude Total Correct Num. of p Sign.
range pred. pred. events level

All 38 38 330* 250.80 1.000
M > 5.0 38{'r' 38 4l+** 31.16 0.129
M > 5.3 3g** 17 l7*** 12.92 0.159
M > 5.5 38** l0 l0'**'l 7.60 0.235
M > 5.8 26** 3 3*|.* 1.56 0.206
* The number 330 corresponds to the whole dataset of
events with magnitude Ms > 4.0.
** All predictions were issued with Mpred > M-0.7
where M the value of the lst column. All predictions are
assumed correct in the 3rd column and also predictions
were issued for events expected with Ms > 5.0
*** All earthquakes with magnitude M, > M. Note also
that earthquakes with Mo t 5.3 have been all predicted
by the IEPM.

approach by applying strict statistical laws and avoiding
the specific nature of the earthquake phenomenon.
Geological processes and specially the rupture of
earthquake faults cannot be compared to garnbling
processes.

Sometimes an earthquake prediction is a result of a
multidisiplinary effort considering various precursor
phenomena. For example we might evaluate the time
window within which an event will occur from SES
signals, and we might restrict the epicentral region from
a sudden increase in microearthquake activity (we have
several examples of this kind in our territory). This
should be considered into the evaluation process. It
should not be ignored the case of the Grevena - Kozani,
northern Greece, earthquake (May 13, 1995; M,=6.1)
that devastated several villages and towns in a fugion
where statistics failed for long term prediction
approaches, as no seismicity was reported by any

existing earthquake catalogue covering historic and
recent times.

During the last 3 years we have established and
operated an earthquake prediction lab at one of the most
seismically active regions of Europe (W. Greece). One of
the major research tasks has been the experimental
evaluation of the VAN method lTselentis and lfantis,
19931. During this period we have recorded a great
number of SES well related to the seismicity of the
region. The results concerning this matter are the subject
of a separate publication lTselentis and lfantis,19961.
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